Improving the risk assessment of lipophilic persistent environmental chemicals in breast milk
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Abstract

Lipophilic persistent environmental chemicals (LPECs) have the potential to accumulate within a woman’s body lipids over the course of many years prior to pregnancy, to partition into human milk, and to transfer to infants upon breastfeeding. As a result of this accumulation and partitioning, a breastfeeding infant’s intake of these LPECs may be much greater than his/her mother’s average daily exposure. Because the developmental period sets the stage for lifelong health, it is important to be able to accurately assess chemical exposures in early life. In many cases, current human health risk assessment methods do not account for differences between maternal and infant exposures to LPECs or for the lifetime-specific effects of exposure to these chemicals. Because of their persistence and accumulation in body lipids and partitioning into breast milk, LPECs present unique challenges for each component of the human health risk assessment process, including hazard identification, dose–response assessment, and exposure assessment. Specific biological modeling approaches are available to support both dose–response and exposure assessment for lactational exposures to LPECs. Yet, lack of data limits the application of these approaches. The goal of this review is to outline the available approaches and to identify key issues that, if addressed, could improve efforts to apply these approaches to risk assessment of lactational exposure to these chemicals.
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Introduction
This review derives from a workshop held in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, in October 2012 to discuss innovative approaches to the assessment of early-life exposure to and potential health effects from persistent environmental chemicals (PECs) in breast milk. Workshop participants were selected based on their broad expertise in key scientific disciplines (e.g., toxicology, risk assessment, epidemiology, physiologically-based pharmacokinetic [PBPK] modeling, and public health), as well as their specific expertise with this class of chemicals. The topics discussed at the workshop are reviewed here, with emphasis on potential methods for improving the risk assessment of PECs in breast milk, along with the data gaps, uncertainties and other issues identified, and the suggested solutions. Methods were proposed for use in human exposure assessment and to extrapolate data from animal studies for use in human dose–response assessment. The goal was to identify the approaches that can be adapted for application to any persistent and bioaccumulative chemical, whether it be a legacy PEC (e.g., hexachlorobenzene [HCB]), another known chemical, or a chemical that may emerge in the future. A complete summary of the workshop proceedings is available (ICF International 2013).

Many PECs are highly lipophilic, including those commonly known as persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and many of those identified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic (PBT) chemicals (U.S. EPA 2013). In humans and other animals, lipophilic PECs (LPECs) are stored in body lipids where they have long elimination half-lives. Due to their slow rate of elimination, these chemicals have the potential to accumulate within a woman’s lipids over the course of many years prior to pregnancy and child birth. LPECs partition from body lipids into breast milk because of its high lipid content; consequently, breast milk produced by exposed women may have a significant burden of LPECs, and breast-fed infants may be exposed to these chemicals. Moreover, these exposures may occur at higher levels and over a shorter time period compared to maternal exposure, which occurs over the long-term prior to and during pregnancy and lactation (Figure 1A). In addition, because of the relatively small size of a nursing infant, this high exposure may lead to LPEC levels in blood and tissues that far exceed those in the mother.

Breastfeeding occurs during an important developmental period when organ and hormonal systems are being generated or acquiring function in the newborn. Human development occurs during the prenatal period, infancy, adolescence, and even later (e.g., the nervous system continues to develop throughout childhood and into early adulthood; Adams et al. 2000, Makris et al. 2008). Throughout development, critical windows of exposure (i.e., developmental periods of vulnerability during which adverse effects may be triggered by exposures to environmental agents or other stressors) vary for different endpoints, depending on the duration or timing of the programmed developmental process, and may also differ in their relative sensitivity. Further, for many endpoints, these critical windows of exposure have not been delineated.

For endpoints with very wide or undefined critical windows of exposure, it is important to consider the potential impacts of exposure at all lifestages when the relevant developmental process might occur (Cohen Hubal et al. 2008). Thus, postnatal exposures to LPECs, especially during potentially sensitive lifestages such as infancy, are important to evaluate. The tendency for these chemicals to persist and accumulate in
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Figure 1. LPEC accumulation in maternal body lipids and partitioning into milk (A) in humans, and (B) in laboratory animals. Because LPECs (represented by gray shading) accumulate within maternal body lipids over time, offspring lactational doses of these chemicals (LDa and LDh) may be much greater than average daily maternal doses (MDa and MDh). This is particularly true in humans, and offspring lactational dose in an animal study (LDa) may be very different compared to infant lactational dose in humans (LDh), even when the average daily maternal dose in animals (MDa) is equal to that in humans (MDh). The human equivalent dose (HED) can be used to apply dose–response data from toxicological studies in animals to human dose-response assessment.
body lipids and to partition into breast milk presents unique challenges for risk assessment. These challenges are briefly outlined below for each component of the risk assessment process, including hazard identification, dose–response assessment and exposure assessment.

Comprehensive hazard identification requires the investigation of a wide variety of potential health effects that might occur as a result of chemical exposure. There is a rich literature demonstrating that children are exposed to LPECs during infancy via breastfeeding (LaKind et al. 2004, Landrigan et al. 2002, Lloyd-Smith and Sheffield-Brotherton 2008, Needham et al. 2005); however, many human studies have also reported beneficial effects of breastfeeding relative to formula-feeding despite this exposure (Mead 2008). In order to identify hazards posed by exposure to these chemicals in breast-fed infants, toxicological endpoints relevant to that time period of exposure should be compared across populations of breast-fed infants with varying levels of exposure (Makris et al. 2008). However, relatively few studies have addressed whether infancy encompasses a window during which LPEC exposure triggers developmental effects. Furthermore, for many toxicological endpoints, critical windows of exposure have not been delineated; the potential impacts of early-life exposure to environmental chemicals on these endpoints are not clear. Thus, identification of hazards to health or development associated with early-life exposure to most LPECs is limited by a paucity of data.

Challenges to dose–response and human exposure assessment for infants arise from the accumulation of LPECs in body lipids of women prior to pregnancy and their subsequent partitioning into breast milk and ingestion by infants (Figure 1A). As noted above, a human infant’s exposure to LPECs through ingestion of breast milk (hereafter, “infant or offspring lactational dose”) may be substantially greater than the average daily exposure of his/her mother from contact with these chemicals in environmental media (hereafter “average daily maternal exposure”). Although many studies have reported LPEC concentrations in human milk (LaKind et al. 2004), dose–response and human exposure assessments presently conducted for these chemicals often do not account for the nature or magnitude of the differences between infant lactational dose and average daily maternal exposure. This particularly holds when (1) the dose–response assessment for toxicological endpoints relies on data derived from animal studies or (2) the human exposure assessment relies on measures of LPEC concentrations in environmental media. These situations are further outlined and delineated as follows:

(1) Several specific differences between humans and laboratory animals are important to consider when using experimental animal data for a dose–response assessment of developmental endpoints that could result from early-life exposure to LPECs:

a. Differences in elimination half-life. A LPEC’s elimination half-life in humans may be dramatically longer than it is in laboratory animals (Matthews and Dedrick 1984, Poiger and Schlatter 1986). For example, the half-life of HCB was estimated to be 6 years in humans (To-Figueras et al. 2000) and 80 days in rats (Yesair et al. 1986).

b. Differences in exposure duration. LPECs may accumulate in a female’s lipids throughout the period of time prior to pregnancy. Many reproductive and developmental toxicity studies in animals expose females to these chemicals for only a relatively short time (e.g., days or weeks) before and/or during gestation and/or lactation. In humans, this period spans decades and may include important changes in diet (especially across life stages) and historical exposure levels.

c. Differences in distribution to offspring. Humans most often give birth to singletons while most laboratory animal species bear young in litters. As a result, in humans, the lactational dose is delivered to one infant while, in animals, it is divided among offspring. Differences in milk yield and suckling rates for a single human infant, versus all young in a litter, may affect both the relative rates at which human mothers and animal dams eliminate LPECs via lactation and the relative rates at which human infants and animal offspring are exposed via this route (Arcus-Arth et al. 2005, Fiorotto et al. 1991).

As a result of these and other interspecies differences (e.g., differences in absorption and metabolism), lactational exposure to a LPEC in an animal study may be very different compared to lactational exposure for a human infant, even when the animal dam and the human mother are exposed to the same chemical at the same average daily dose, and even if maternal body burdens are comparable between the two species (Figure 1). In assessing the developmental effects of these chemicals that occur in offspring, it is the dose of the chemical to the offspring that is the most important for dose–response assessment. Yet, most studies report doses administered to animal dams and not the lactational doses ingested by their offspring. Thus, when animal data are used in the dose–response assessment of developmental endpoints resulting from lactational exposure to LPECs, methods are needed to determine (1) the offspring lactational dose achieved in an animal study, and (2) the average daily maternal exposure in humans that would deliver an infant lactational dose in humans of the same magnitude as the offspring lactational dose achieved in the animal study. The method employed to estimate these respective doses may vary depending on how much information is known about a given LPEC with regard to its toxicokinetic profile in humans and laboratory animals.

(2) Several considerations are important when conducting an exposure assessment for LPECs in breast-fed human infants:

a. Lack of data. Data for LPEC content of breast milk are often unavailable. As a result, it may not be possible to estimate exposure based on the concentration of the chemical of interest in breast milk.

b. Unique exposure conditions. Available data to support exposure assessment often consist of chemical concentrations in environmental media (e.g., food, water, soil, and air), which are combined with data on the intake or contact rate of a population with one or more of these media to estimate the chemical exposure level of particular groups within the population.
(e.g., adult men, adult women, and children of various ages). However, compared to other groups, breast-fed infants are relatively sheltered from some environmental media (e.g., food and ingested water) while being uniquely exposed to breast milk (Cohen Hubal et al. 2008).

c. Differences between maternal and breast-fed infant exposures. As discussed above, LPEC concentrations in breast milk may produce infant lactational doses that are higher than the average daily maternal exposures encountered from contact with environmental media (Figure 1A).

Given these considerations, in order to use environmental sampling data to estimate LPEC exposure in breast-fed human infants, methods are needed to determine the relationship between the infant and maternal doses of exposure.

In light of the challenges outlined above, the main objectives of this review are (1) to describe the types of data needed to best support the identification of hazards related to early-life exposure to LPECs and (2) to illustrate the innovative approaches that may be used to support dose–response and exposure assessment of LPECs in breast milk, including methods to quantify differences between offspring lactational dose and average daily maternal exposure.

Strategies to support hazard identification

To better understand the relative importance of LPEC exposures at different lifestages, there is a need to delineate the periods during which infants are more vulnerable to chemical insults, commonly referred to as “critical windows of exposure”. This can be achieved in both experimental and epidemiologic settings where dose–response relationships are characterized for different periods of exposure. In studies of human exposure to LPECs, it can be difficult to determine whether a developmental effect resulted from prenatal exposure, postnatal exposure, or both. Toxicokinetic models can be used to estimate internal dosimetry of the breast-fed infant using information on (1) lipid-adjusted concentration of a chemical in maternal blood, cord blood, or breast milk samples and (2) maternal and infant physiology (i.e., infant sex, maternal age at pregnancy, duration of breastfeeding, weight, and height of both infant and mother). Resulting internal concentration versus time profiles can be used in epidemiological studies to identify critical windows of exposure in humans by assessing the associations that may exist between effects and exposures at different time periods. For example, to identify critical windows of exposure during which polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) may impair human infant attention and activity level (assessed at 11 months of age by video coding of infants’ behavior during the administration of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development), Verner et al. (2010) used a PBPK model for PCB 153 in humans. The model was used to simulate infant blood PCB 153 levels at delivery and on a month-by-month basis during the first year of life. The association between inattention and estimated infant blood PCB 153 level was greatest (larger standardized beta in multivariable regression models) and only statistically significant at delivery, suggesting that prenatal exposure has the strongest effect on this neurobehavioral domain. On the other hand, non-elicited activity duration, another neurobehavioral domain, was only significantly associated with postnatal exposure estimates: the strongest association was with the estimated level of PCB 153 in infant blood at approximately 4 months of age. Whether these associations are attributable exclusively to either prenatal or postnatal exposures remains unclear as regression models were not adjusted for exposures during other time windows (i.e., regression models of prenatal exposure were not controlled for postnatal exposure and vice versa).

Information on critical windows of exposure may also come from studies in laboratory animals. A cross-fostering study design can be used to isolate prenatal and postnatal exposures, or chemicals may be administered directly to neonatal animals to identify effects of postnatal exposure (Holladay and Smialowicz 2000, Makris et al. 2008). Critical windows of exposure may be different between humans and laboratory animals (Makris et al. 2008). Rodents are more immature at and soon after birth than humans (National Research Council 1993); effects triggered by postnatal exposure in some animal species may be induced via prenatal exposure in humans (Selevan et al. 2000). Also, in an animal such as a rat, a critical window of exposure may be a few days long while the same window in humans may last for weeks or months. Although some information relating critical windows in different species exists, more information is needed to fully understand the similarities and differences in windows of exposure that affect developmental processes in humans and laboratory animal species.

The toxicological endpoints that are sensitive to LPEC exposure during infancy need to be identified. As described above, neurodevelopment occurs over a very prolonged period in humans, and there are different components of neurofunctional development that develop prenatally and postnatally (Adams et al. 2000). Other biological systems, including the immune, respiratory, reproductive, and endocrine systems, also continue to develop postnatally in humans and are susceptible to disruption by postnatal exposure to environmental chemicals (Makris et al. 2008, National Research Council 1993).

Strategies to support dose–response and exposure assessment

A full spectrum of modeling approaches is available to support dose–response and exposure assessment for lactational exposures to LPECs. Methods have been developed (1) to quantify differences between offspring lactational dose and average daily maternal exposure in humans and laboratory animals, and (2) to facilitate the use of data from animal studies in human dose–response assessment (Figure 1). Specific examples of some of the methods are provided using data for HCB. HCB was chosen as the exemplar because (1) its toxicokinetic behavior is relatively well-understood, (2) its metabolism in both humans and laboratory animals is limited, and (3) it exists in the environment as a single chemical. As discussed later, additional considerations are necessary if these modeling approaches are to be applied in risk assessment of LPECs that are well metabolized or that exist as mixtures (e.g., chlordane and PCBs).

Mathematical modeling approaches

PBPK approaches may offer significant advantages over simpler modeling approaches for estimating offspring exposure to
LPECs in humans or laboratory animals. Primary reasons for using PBPK models to develop offspring exposure estimates for these chemicals include the ability to account for ongoing exposure, fat (and chemical) deposition in the mother before and during gestation, postpartum fat (and chemical) mobilization in the mother (e.g., Redding et al. 2008), and dose-dependent variations in chemical metabolism or half-life.

However, as noted by Verner et al. (2013), an existing PBPK model may be complex yet not adequately flexible to consider key information to address the question at hand. To assess infant exposure through consumption of breast milk, a model should accurately simulate germane data such as maternal and infant blood levels and breast milk levels. PBPK models that explicitly estimate infant lactational doses in humans are currently available for only a few of the many chemicals found in human milk (e.g., PCB 153 [Redding et al. 2008], perchlorate [Clewell and Gearhart 2002], dioxin [Lorber and Phillips 2002], perfluorooctanoic acid [PFOA], and perfluorooctanesulfonate [PFOS; Locianso et al. 2013], manganese [Yoon et al. 2011], methylmercury [Byczkowski and Lipscomb 2001], organic solvents [Fisher et al. 1997], and moxidectin [Korth-Bradley et al. 2011]). When an appropriate chemical-specific PBPK model is not available, more general models developed by Verner et al. (2009, 2013) for LPECs that distribute according to lipid solubility and have elimination half-lives in humans on the order of years may be considered. An important advantage of the models developed by Verner et al. is that the chemical-specific parameters can be estimated using only the elimination half-life (Verner et al. 2013) or both the elimination half-life and the octanol-water partition coefficient ($K_{ow}$) of the compound (Verner et al. 2009).

The maternal and infant PBPK model presented in Verner et al. (2009) is intended to simulate the entire life-cycle of a woman up to age 55 years and includes nine maternal tissue compartments and five infant tissue compartments. The oral maternal dose of a LPEC is modeled as being directly absorbed into the liver and is assumed to be fully bioavailable. First-order hepatic metabolism is included and assumed to represent all excretion in the absence of breastfeeding or childbirth. The elimination rate constant is derived for the chemical from the adult whole-body half-life. Chemical concentrations in each compartment are determined using partition coefficients, where estimates of the chemical-specific partition coefficients are based on $K_{ow}$. Physiological parameters (e.g., body weight and adiposity) are assumed to vary across time to capture changes over the life of a woman. The average daily maternal exposure to a particular chemical can be estimated by modeling its concentration in mother’s blood, assuming constant daily dosing from birth. In turn, the chemical concentration in milk can be estimated based on a milk: blood partition coefficient. The infant lactational dose can be derived using estimates of infant daily milk intake.

In a less complex approach, the multi-compartment PBPK model is reduced to the consideration of only two-compartments representing the mass of maternal and fetal/child body lipids as a function of age (Verner et al. 2013). A conceptual representation of the two-compartment model is provided in Figure 2. The infant lactational dose estimation is based on the lipid-adjusted chemical concentration in milk, infant daily milk intake and milk lipid content (Arcus-Arth et al. 2005). Both the multi- and two-compartment models have been validated for multiple LPECs (HCB, $p,p'$-dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene ($p,p'$-DDE), $p,p'$-dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), $\beta$-hexachlorocyclohexane ($\beta$-HCH), PCB 118, PCB 138, PCB 153, PCB 170 and PCB 180; Verner et al. 2009, 2013). When each model was evaluated using the same data, they yielded similar results. These models may be very useful for estimating human infant lactational doses for a wide variety of LPECs.

To illustrate the use of a model such as the one described by Verner et al. (2013) to estimate a human infant lactational dose from an average daily maternal exposure, data for HCB were employed to execute the model. The model parameter values for humans used for this example chemical are given in Table 1. Details on the model equations employed are presented as supplemental material to Verner et al. (2013). Using this model and assuming an average daily maternal exposure of 1 ng HCB/kg body weight (bw)-day in humans, an average infant lactational dose of 28 ng HCB/kg bw-day is estimated over a 12-month nursing duration. The analyses in this review assume a breastfeeding duration of 12 months in humans because both the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) and the World Health Organization (WHO) recommend exclusive

### Table 1. Model parameters used in model simulations for HCB in humans (Verner et al. 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model parameter (units)</th>
<th>Parameter value</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal age at delivery (years)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Martin et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-pregnancy weight (kg)</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>McDowell et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational weight gain (kg)</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>Oken et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum weight (6 mo after delivery) (kg)</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>Baker et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum weight (18 mo after delivery) (kg)</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>Baker et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age (weeks)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child weight at birth (kg)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>Kuczynski et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child weight at 6 months of age (kg)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>Kuczynski et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child weight at 12 months of age (kg)</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>Kuczynski et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCB half-life (years)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>To-Figuera et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
breastfeeding until 6 months of age and continued breastfeeding for 12 months or longer (AAP 2012, WHO 2003). The resulting estimate of average infant lactational dose can be used to support an exposure assessment for lactational exposure to HCB when available data allow for an estimation of average daily maternal exposure but do not include values for the chemical concentration in breast milk.

Importantly, both models developed by Verner et al. (2009, 2013) assume that a chemical essentially distributes in neutral lipids only. Although the assumption of homogeneous distribution of LPECs into neutral lipids is a simplification of a more complex partitioning into the different components of blood and tissues (Parham et al. 1997), the models were shown to generate accurate predictions of children’s blood levels in validation studies. However, if there are data to suggest that a particular chemical may partition into other lipid or aqueous compartments, then another complex multicompartment model that can accommodate this information may be useful. In addition, if distribution mechanisms such as protein or phospholipid binding are implicated and may significantly affect the overall kinetics of a chemical, then other models will need to be developed to accommodate these processes.

Simple no-elimination modeling approach

The implementation of the models discussed above requires that the elimination half-life be known for the chemical of interest. For chemicals for which there are no reliable half-life data, a very simple approach based on a method presented by Rogan and Ragan (1994) may provide a first approximation or worst-case scenario that could be considered until these data are available. This approach, referred to in this document as the “simple no-elimination model”, is based on the conservative, default assumption that lactation is the only LPEC elimination route for mothers. Examples of factors that are considered in this model include the average daily maternal LPEC exposure, age at parturition, and infant daily milk intake.

Assuming an average daily maternal exposure of 1 ng HCB/kg bw-day and a 12-month nursing duration, an average infant lactational dose of 77 ng/kg bw-day is estimated using this approach. This estimate is reached through the following steps. First, maternal body burden at the time of parturition (assumed to be at 25 years of age [Martin et al. 2012]) is calculated:

$$\text{BB}_{\text{MAT}} = \text{ADD}_{\text{MAT}} \times \text{Age}_{\text{MAT}}$$

where:

- $\text{BB}_{\text{MAT}}$ = the maternal body burden (mg/kg bw);
- $\text{ADD}_{\text{MAT}}$ = the average daily maternal dose in mg/kg bw-day (1 ng/kg bw-day = 0.000001 mg/kg bw-day); and
- $\text{Age}_{\text{MAT}}$ = the mother’s age at parturition in days (25 years = 9125 days).

Then, the lipid-adjusted chemical concentration in milk is calculated:

$$C_{\text{milk fat}} = \frac{\text{BB}_{\text{MAT}}}{f_{\text{fm}}}$$

where:

- $C_{\text{milk fat}}$ = the chemical concentration in milk fat (mg/kg milk fat);
- $\text{BB}_{\text{MAT}}$ = the maternal body burden (mg/kg bw); and
- $f_{\text{fm}}$ = the fraction of the mother’s weight that is fat [assumed to be 0.4 kg fat/kg bw (Borrud et al. 2010)].

And finally, the average infant lactational dose is calculated:

$$\text{ADD}_{\text{INF}} = \frac{C_{\text{milk fat}} \times \text{CR}_{\text{milk}} \times f_{\text{fm}}}{\text{BW}_{\text{INF}}}$$

where:

- $\text{ADD}_{\text{INF}}$ = the average infant lactational dose of a LPEC (mg/kg bw-day);
- $C_{\text{milk fat}}$ = the chemical concentration in milk fat (mg/kg milk fat);
- $\text{CR}_{\text{milk}}$ = the average infant ingestion rate of milk [assumed to be 0.66 kg/day (U.S. EPA 2011)];
- $f_{\text{fm}}$ = the fraction of fat in milk [assumed to be 0.04 (U.S. EPA 2011)]; and
- $\text{BW}_{\text{INF}}$ = the average infant’s body weight [assumed to be 7.8 kg (U.S. EPA 2011)].

Monte Carlo methods to account for natural variability

The parameters used in the modeling approaches outlined above consist of point estimates for the various measures. Typically, the exposure level and the values for certain physiological characteristics vary across a population group and with time. The parameter values associated with the models described above may vary significantly across human population groups. Some that may impact the determination of the infant lactational dose include average daily maternal exposure, body weight (maternal and infant), age at pregnancy, maternal adiposity, milk lipid content, infant milk intake, duration of lactation, parity of the mother, duration of previous breastfeeding episode(s), and years since previous breastfeeding.

For parameters for which there are a range of values or estimates, average values are often used in modeling approaches as shown in the example approaches described above. However, when a parameter varies across a wide range, the model output using an average value may differ significantly from that using a 5th or 95th percentile value. It is necessary and important to account for the variability of a parameter and to assess the impact that this variability may have on model output and results in order to identify population groups most susceptible to lactational LPEC exposure. To this end, stochastic modeling methods may be used to address concerns regarding variability in model parameters.

Population-based projections of an exposure distribution can be generated using Monte Carlo methods (Bogen et al. 2009). To perform this type of analysis, the distribution of a parameter must be developed to replace the simple point estimate values for all parameters that are expected to vary widely across the population, or to significantly affect the estimation of exposure, or both. This information allows the model to be run for numerous iterations, where the model generates a different estimate at each iteration. In this case of factors associated with the average daily maternal exposure, the iterations will be for offspring lactational dose. In general, to execute an iteration, each model input is assigned a value sampled from its observed distribution in the population. Then, the combination of inputs is used by the model to estimate the offspring lactational dose. The overall outcome
of the model analysis is a set of model predictions comprised of the results of the different iterations. When taken together for the specific case described here, they give an indication of the likely distribution of lactational exposure in offspring across the population.

Using data associated with HCB, the model put forth by Verner et al. (2013) was used to perform a simple Monte Carlo analysis as an example of a calculation of a human infant lactational dose for HCB using parameter distributions. The following parameters were all varied in the model using distributions for each one (Table 2): maternal age at delivery; pre-pregnancy body weight; gestational weight gain; postpartum weight retention 6 months after delivery; postpartum weight retention 18 months after delivery; HCB elimination half-life; maternal lipids; infant milk intake; lipids in breast milk; infant sex; gestational age; infant body weight; and infant lipids. Because LPECs may be eliminated during lactation, doses to the first breast-fed child are expected to be higher than those to subsequent children, although data indicate that this cannot be assumed for every member of this chemical class (LaKind et al. 2009). Nonetheless, if maternal exposure is limited to a level posing minimal risk to the first child, later children may also be protected. For this reason, this analysis assumes a parity of 1.

A hypothetical average daily maternal exposure of 1 ng/kg bw-day was assumed. The estimated probability density function for the human infant lactational dose based on this maternal exposure level is shown in Figure 3.

Table 2. Parameter distributions used in Monte Carlo simulation for HCB in humans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model parameter (units)</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Mean parameter value</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal age at delivery (years)*</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15–54</td>
<td>Martin et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-pregnancy weight (kg)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>50–114</td>
<td>McDowell et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational weight gain (kg)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0–45.4</td>
<td>Oken et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum weight retention 6 mo after delivery (kg per kg of gestational weight gain)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.30–0.40</td>
<td>Baker et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpartum weight retention 18 mo after delivery (kg per kg of gestational weight gain)</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.16–0.21</td>
<td>Baker et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCB half-life (years)†</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.2–7.8</td>
<td>To-Figueras et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal lipids‡</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.21†</td>
<td>0.58–1.42</td>
<td>Borrud et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of breast milk¶</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.66–1.34</td>
<td>Arcus-Arth et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipids in breast milk¶</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.48–1.52</td>
<td>Arcus-Arth et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child sex</td>
<td>Bernouilli (p = 0.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gestational age (weeks)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35–43</td>
<td>Kuczmarski et al. (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child weight¶</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.76–1.24</td>
<td>Enzi et al. (1981), Butte et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child lipids¶</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.70–1.30</td>
<td>Enzi et al. (1981), Butte et al. (2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Martin et al. (2012) reported the percentage of pregnant women across different age ranges as of 2002: 3.0%, 6.6%, 51.5%, 36.2%, and 2.6% were ages 15–17, 18–19, 20–29, 30–39, and 40–54 years, respectively. These proportions were used to estimate the best-fitting normal distribution; a distribution with a mean age of 25 years and a standard deviation of 6 years was selected.
†Standard deviation calculated from the interquartile range (SD = 0.74 x IQR).
‡The SD was calculated assuming a coefficient of variation of 0.15 and the range was set to ±2 SD.
¶Parameters that fluctuate within individual simulations were varied using a multiplier with a distribution centered around 1.0, a standard deviation equal to the coefficient of variation and a range of ±2 SD.

Figure 3. Results from Monte Carlo simulation to calculate human infant lactational dose assuming an average daily maternal exposure of 1 ng/kg bw-day HCB.
This distribution is estimated by taking the prediction of the human infant lactational dose for 1000 iterations and finding the proportions that fall within different dose ranges. For the input distributions assumed in this example, the result is slightly skewed, with a mean of 29 ng/kg bw-day and a 95th percentile of 45 ng/kg bw-day.

Similar analyses could be conducted for other LPECs using the model by Verner et al. (2013), which was developed for chemicals with a log $K_{ow}$ $>$ 4. The only chemical-specific parameter that is included in the model is the half-life of elimination, so this model could be used to run Monte Carlo simulations for any LPEC for which the half-life is known. In a validation study, the model accurately predicted children’s levels of multiple LPECs (PCB 118, 138, 153, 180, DDE, DDT, HCB) although accuracy was slightly lower for compounds with shorter half-lives. The model should accommodate any LPEC with a half-life within the range of half-lives for which it was evaluated (5–15 years).

It is possible that the effects and/or dose–response of a LPEC are different across subgroups of the population (i.e., the potential impact of exposure at a given level may differ across population groups). For example, certain individuals may be more sensitive to $p,p^\prime$-DDT exposure because glutathione S-transferase polymorphisms may modulate how $p,p^\prime$-DDT affects neurodevelopment (Morales et al. 2008). The most effective way to address interindividual variability in sensitivity or susceptibility is to gather toxicological dose–response data in the sensitive or susceptible population of interest or in an animal model of that population.

**Toxicokinetic modeling approach for offspring lactational dose estimation in laboratory animals**

The models discussed above may be used to support human exposure assessment for lactational exposure to LPECs or dose–response assessment when human dose–response data are available. Another approach can be used to determine an offspring lactational dose of a LPEC in laboratory animals. When health effects are observed in laboratory animal offspring following lactational exposure to a LPEC, estimates of offspring lactational dose can be used to support dose–response assessment for those effects. This includes estimation of a human equivalent dose (HED), which represents the average daily maternal exposure to a LPEC in humans expected to deliver a human infant lactational dose of the same magnitude as the offspring lactational dose achieved in an animal study (Figure 1). A toxicokinetic model based on equations presented in U.S. EPA’s *Methodology for assessing health risks associated with multiple pathways of exposure to combustor emissions* (U.S. EPA 1998) can be used to estimate offspring lactational dose in laboratory animals when a chemical-specific PBPK model is not available. As with the human modeling approaches described above, this animal toxicokinetic model is based on “body burden” or the total average concentration of chemical in the body. It allows the maternal dose, the offspring body weight, and the milk ingestion rate to vary over time using different point estimates for each measure over the course of the simulation. It also allows for an observation period after dosing ends. This is particularly important for application to laboratory animals since the exact dosing protocol (e.g., dosing only on particular gestation days) can be reproduced in the model. Varying offspring body weight and milk ingestion rate allows the model to better approximate the chemical exposures of offspring during the neonatal period when these parameters are changing rapidly. LPEC elimination from the body is represented as a rate constant multiplied by the total body burden. This rate constant is estimated from the whole-body elimination half-life of the LPEC in the relevant laboratory animal species. The body burden is based on the chemical dose normalized by the total body weight. Thus, the toxicokinetic animal model can be represented by the following differential equation:

$$\frac{dBB(t)}{dt} = f_{am}DI_{mat}(t) - k_{elim} \times BB(t) \quad (4)$$

where:

- $BB(t)$ = the time-dependent total body burden of the maternal animal (mg/kg);
- $f_{am}$ = the fraction of ingested chemical absorbed by the maternal animal (dimensionless);
- $DI_{mat}(t)$ = the time-dependent dose administered to the maternal animal (mg/kg bw-day); and
- $k_{elim}$ = the first-order elimination rate (days$^{-1}$) = $\ln(2)/$half-life (days).

The differential equation can be converted to a difference equation and iterated in time as follows:

$$BB_{t+\Delta t} = BB_t + \Delta t(f_{am}DI_{mat} - k_{elim} \times BB_t) \quad (5)$$

where:

- $BB_{t+\Delta t}$ = the total body burden of the maternal animal at the current time step (mg/kg);
- $BB_t$ = the total body burden of the maternal animal at the previous time step (mg/kg);
- $\Delta t$ = the time step (days); and
- $DI_{mat}$ = the dose administered to the maternal animal at the current time step (mg/kg bw-day).

This equation allows maternal body burden in laboratory animals to be estimated; additional equations can be used to estimate animal offspring lactational dose and body burden. First, the chemical concentration in milk fat is assumed to be equal to the concentration in maternal lipid and can be estimated as:

$$C_{milk \ fat, t} = \frac{BB \times f_t}{f_{fm}} \quad (6)$$

where:

- $C_{milk \ fat, t}$ = the concentration of chemical in milk fat at the current time step (mg/kg milk fat);
- $f_t$ = the fraction of chemical stored in the fat of the maternal animal (dimensionless); and
- $f_{fm}$ = the fraction of the maternal animal’s weight that is fat (kg fat/kg bw).

To account for maternal elimination of the chemical via lactation, the elimination rate during lactation is increased:

$$k_{elac} = k_{elim} + \frac{CR_{milk} \times f_t \times f_{mhm} \times LS}{f_{fm} \times BW_{mat}} \quad (7)$$
where:

\[ k_{\text{elim}} = \text{the elimination rate in the maternal animal during lactation (days}^{-1}) \];
\[ \text{CR}_{\text{milk},k} = \text{the time-dependent rate at which offspring ingest milk (kg/day)} \];
\[ f_{\text{m fat}} = \text{the fraction of fat in milk (dimensionless)} \];
\[ \text{LS} = \text{litter size}; \] and
\[ \text{BW}_{\text{mat}} = \text{body weight of the maternal animal (kg)} \].

Then, offspring lactational dose can be estimated as:

\[ \text{DI}_{\text{INF},t} = \frac{(C_{\text{milk},t} \times f_{\text{m fat}}) \times \text{CR}_{\text{milk},k}}{\text{BW}_{\text{INF},t}} \]  

(8)

where:

\[ \text{DI}_{\text{INF},t} = \text{the time-dependent offspring lactational dose (mg/kgbw-day)} \]; and
\[ \text{BW}_{\text{INF},t} = \text{the time-dependent offspring body weight (kg)} \].

Finally, offspring body burden resulting from ingestion of milk can be estimated as:

\[ \text{BB}_{\text{INF},t+\Delta t} = \text{BB}_{\text{INF},t} + \Delta t \left( f_{\text{inf}} \text{DI}_{\text{INF},t} - k_{\text{elim}} \times \text{BB}_{\text{INF},t} \right) \]  

(9)

where:

\[ \text{BB}_{\text{INF},t+\Delta t} = \text{the total offspring body burden at the current time step (mg/kg)}; \]
\[ \text{BB}_{\text{INF},t} = \text{the total offspring body burden at the previous time step (mg/kg)}; \] and
\[ f_{\text{inf}} = \text{the fraction of ingested chemical absorbed by offspring (dimensionless)} \].

To illustrate how this toxicokinetic animal model might support the estimation of a HED for use in dose–response assessment for humans, the model was implemented in a hypothetical case in which 1 mg/kg bw-day HCB was administered to rat dams from the time of mating until weaning of the pups. Parameter values used for this example are given in Table 3. A gestation time of 3 weeks and lactation duration of 3 weeks were assumed as representative of typical values in rats (U.S. EPA 2002). To incorporate offspring gestational exposure (in addition to lactational exposure), offspring body burden at parturition can be incorporated using an initial condition for BB\(_{\text{INF},t}\). For the purposes of this example, at birth, the offspring body burden was assumed to equal the maternal body burden. Using the model, the offspring HCB body burden averaged over the lactation period was estimated to be 54 mg/kg. Next, to determine the HED for HCB, this animal body burden value was then used with the two-compartment model developed by Verner et al. (2013) to calculate an average daily maternal exposure in humans that might be expected to result in the same average HCB body burden in a human infant who nursed for 12 months. Model equations and parameter values used in this calculation are located in Table 1 and in the supplemental material associated with Verner et al. (2013). The resulting average daily maternal HED was 0.0118 mg/kg bw-day. This type of HED could be used to support a dose–response assessment for lactational exposure to LPECs as it allows for dose–response data from animal studies to be expressed in terms of human maternal exposure.

As shown in this example, using these modeling approaches to estimate a HED for a LPEC may reveal a substantial difference between humans and animals in the average daily maternal exposure required to produce a certain offspring lactational exposure. Even if the design of an animal study allows maximal accumulation of a chemical in maternal body lipids prior to lactation, the ratio between offspring lactational exposure and maternal exposure in that study may be far smaller than the ratio between infant lactational exposure and average daily maternal exposure in humans exposed to the same chemical. This difference arises from differences in elimination of LPECs between humans and animals and differences in the number of concurrent offspring. For example, the elimination half-life, a major factor influencing the accumulation of a LPEC in body lipids, may be much longer in humans than it is in animals (Matthews and Dedrick 1984, Poiger and Schlatter 1986), contributing to a greater LPEC accumulation in maternal body lipids and a greater lactational dose in humans. Additionally, rodents typically nurse litters of offspring, each of whom gets only a share of the total milk supply and any chemicals present in milk. Thus, the ratio between individual offspring lactational dose and maternal dose may be smaller than it is in humans, who commonly nurse only one infant. These knowledge gaps deserve further investigation for many LPECs.

Important factors to consider when implementing strategies to support risk assessment of LPECs in breast milk

Before and during the workshop, participants were asked to identify the presence and nature of gaps in data and parameter measures, potential issues, problems, complications and uncertainties related to conducting hazard identification, dose–response assessments, and exposure assessments of LPECs in breast milk. The factors identified can be grouped into seven general categories: model selection; choice of exposure metric; uncertainty in modeling data and parameters; reproductive and developmental study design; LPEC metabolism; exposure to chemical mixtures; and risk communication.

Model selection

Selection of modeling approaches for estimating the offspring lactational dose and the average daily maternal exposure depends on the LPEC under evaluation and the availability of data to inform parameter values for that chemical or similar chemicals. The most robust estimates will often result from using a model that includes as much physiological and chemical-specific information as possible. Of the approaches discussed here, PBPK modeling is the most robust approach. In some circumstances, PBPK modeling may be preferred over simpler models because it accounts for physiological differences and has the capability to extrapolate across doses, species, lifestages, and exposure scenarios. Thus, a PBPK model is most useful when extrapolations are required to describe different physiological or exposure groups. PBPK models may also be preferred for LPECs that are metabolized by humans and/or laboratory animals.

However, when applicable chemical-specific PBPK models are not available for a particular chemical for a species of interest, more general models may be appropriate for estimating human infant lactational doses for a variety of highly lipophilic chemicals that do not appreciably bind...
Table 3. Model parameters used in model simulations for HCB in rats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model parameter (units)</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Parameter value</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCB dose administered to dam (mg/kg bw-day)</td>
<td>DI_{inf,t} ; DI_{mat,t}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time step (days)</td>
<td>\Delta t</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of ingested HCB absorbed by the rat dam (dimensionless)</td>
<td>( f_{am} )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>To minimize uncertainty introduced by using an algebraic equation to solve a differential equation, ( \Delta t ) should be much smaller than ( t_{1/2} ). Koss and Koransky (1975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCB half-life in rats (days)</td>
<td>( t_{1/2} )</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Yeasir et al. (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order elimination rate constant for HCB (day(^{-1}))</td>
<td>( k_{elim} )</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>If an offspring-specific ( t_{1/2} ) value is available, separate ( k_{elim} ) values may be calculated for the dam and the pup (i.e., ( k_{elim} ) and ( k_{elim,inf} )). For this example, ( t_{1/2} ) of HCB in the offspring is unknown, and only one ( k_{elim} ) value was calculated using a ( t_{1/2} ) reported for HCB in adult female rats. Also for this example, ( k_{elim} ) was used to describe maternal HCB elimination during 3 weeks of gestation but was replaced with ( k_{clac} ) (defined below) for elimination during 3 weeks of lactation. ( B_{B} + \Delta t = B_{B} + \Delta t (f_{am} \Delta t^{\frac{-1}{2}} \times B_{B}) ). Iterated over time for 3 weeks of gestation and 3 weeks of lactation. ( B_{B} + \Delta t ) is body burden at the current time step, and ( B_{B} ) is body burden at the previous time step. ( B_{B} ) is assumed to be 0 at the first time step. Assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam HCB body burden (mg/kg)</td>
<td>BB(t); BB_{inf,t} + \Delta t \times \Delta t</td>
<td>calculated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of HCB stored in maternal adipose tissue (dimensionless)</td>
<td>( f_{e} )</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>Fisher et al. (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of dam’s weight that is fat (kg fat/kg bw)</td>
<td>( f_{fm} )</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCB concentration in milk fat (mg/kg milk fat)</td>
<td>( C_{mf,t} )</td>
<td>calculated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litter size (number of pups)</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Iterated over time for 3 weeks of lactation Assumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pup ingestion rate, week 1 (kg milk/day)</td>
<td>CR_{milk,t}</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>Calculated from experimentally determined milk production values of 29.7, 54.3, and 59.1 g/rat/day measured on lactation days 2, 7, and 14, respectively, divided by 10 to get per pup ingestion rates (Knight et al. 1984) Welch and Findlay (1981)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pup ingestion rate, week 2 (kg milk/day)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pup ingestion rate, week 3 (kg milk/day)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of fat in milk (dimensionless)</td>
<td>( f_{mbm} )</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dam weight during lactation (kg)</td>
<td>BW_{mat}</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elimination rate of HCB in dam during lactation (days(^{-1}))</td>
<td>( k_{elac} )</td>
<td>calculated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pup body weight, week 1 (kg)</td>
<td>BW_{inf}=</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pup body weight, week 2 (kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pup body weight, week 3 (kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offspring lactational HCB dose (mg/kg bw-day)</td>
<td>DI_{inf,t}</td>
<td>calculated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of ingested HCB absorbed by the rat pup (dimensionless)</td>
<td>( f_{ai} )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offspring HCB body burden (mg/kg)</td>
<td>BB_{inf,t} + \Delta t \times \Delta t</td>
<td>calculated</td>
<td>BB_{inf,t} + \Delta t = BB_{inf,t} + \Delta t (f_{ai} DI_{inf,t} - \Delta t \times CR_{inf,t} \times BW_{inf,t}) Iterated over time for 3 weeks of lactation. Iterations may be extended to include time after lactation, with appropriate adjustments to DI_{inf,t}. DI_{inf,t} = 0 after lactation unless exposure to offspring continues via an alternate (i.e., non-lactational) source. Assumption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \Delta t \) is body burden at the previous time step. BB_{inf,t} + \Delta t is body burden at the current time step, and BB_{inf,t} is body burden at the previous time step. BB_{inf,t} is assumed to be 0 at the first time step. Assumption

\( BW_{inf,t} \) = \( \frac{C_{mf,t} \times BW_{mat}}{CR_{milk,t} \times f_{mbm} \times LS} \) Iterated over time for 3 weeks of lactation

\( k_{clac} = k_{elim} \times CR_{milk,t} \times f_{e} \times f_{mbm} \times LS \) Iterated over time for 3 weeks of lactation

\( BW_{inf,t} \) = \( \frac{C_{mf,t} \times BW_{inf,t}}{BW_{mat}} \) Iterated over time for 3 weeks of lactation

\( BW_{inf,t} = 0 \) after lactation unless exposure to offspring continues via an alternate (i.e., non-lactational) source.
with proteins and are not soluble in aqueous compartments. An important advantage of this approach is that the chemical-specific parameters needed for the models can be estimated using only elimination half-life. For emerging chemicals and others for which limited data are available, a simple modeling approach may be applied that does not require that the elimination half-life be known (Rogan and Ragan 1994). This very conservative approach incorporates for the chemical of focus a default assumption of no elimination from the body. In turn, it serves to establish a tentative relationship between average daily maternal exposure and the subsequent infant lactational dose that could be considered until chemical-specific information (i.e., elimination half-life) is available. Stochastic modeling techniques, including Monte Carlo methods, may be used with any of these approaches to better characterize the interindividual variability within certain populations. When laboratory animal data are available, PBPK models specific to that species and chemical are useful for estimating offspring lactational doses. When a chemical-specific PBPK model is not available, the toxicokinetic model based on equations presented in U.S. EPA’s *Methodology for assessing health risks associated with multiple pathways of exposure to combustor emissions* (U.S. EPA 1998) may be used. This model accommodates a wide variety of dosing protocols that might be utilized in animal studies. Each of the modeling approaches presented in this review have advantages and disadvantages for their use, and the selection of the most appropriate model for a given LPEC depends on factors like availability of data to inform modeling parameter values, tolerance for model uncertainty, available time and funding for conducting the analysis, and the application of the model(s) for the specific situation.

To illustrate the impact that model selection may have on infant lactational dose estimates, the results of various modeling approaches for the same chemical can be compared. For the example presented in this review, the two-compartment model published by Verner et al. (2013) was selected to simulate lactational exposure to HCB because this model’s validity has been thoroughly evaluated using blood levels measured in children from two longitudinal birth cohorts at ages 6, 16, and 45 months. Simpler approaches presented herein (e.g., Rogan and Ragan 1994) have not been evaluated against chemical levels measured in children. However, models by Verner et al. (2009, 2013) were compared with a variety of simpler approaches in ICF International (2013); the results of this comparison are summarized in Table 4. Assuming an average daily maternal exposure of 1 ng HCB/kg bw-day in humans, the average infant lactational dose estimations over a 12-month nursing duration ranged from 17 to 77 ng HCB/kg bw-day, with the highest estimate derived using the simple no-elimination modeling approach (Rogan and Ragan 1994). Furthermore, the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (2010) compared estimates of lactational exposure to PCB 153 using the PBPK models by Redding et al. (2008) and Verner et al. (2009) and equations presented in U.S. EPA (1998). Estimates from these three approaches were similar within a factor of 2. In general, the lowest estimates were derived using the model by Verner et al. (2009), and the highest were derived using equations from U.S. EPA (1998).

### Choice of exposure metric

Several exposure metrics might be useful for extrapolating doses from a laboratory animal study to human doses for a dose–response assessment of infant lactational exposure. These include measures of average daily maternal exposure, maternal body burden, offspring lactational dose, and offspring body burden. In the case of early-life exposure that results in developmental effects, the dose–response relationship of interest is that between the health effect and the dose to the human or animal offspring. When using data from animal studies of LPEC exposure, dose extrapolation from animals to humans for the level of maternal exposure might be inadequate to account for differences in chemical exposures between animal offspring and human infants. Extrapolation from animals to humans in this context is complicated because animal dams and human mothers exposed to the same average daily dose of a LPEC may deliver different lactational doses to their respective offspring, even if resulting maternal body burdens are comparable between the two species. For this reason, it may be important to conduct an interspecies extrapolation for LPECs at the level of offspring lactational exposure as opposed to the level of maternal exposure.

Offspring exposure metrics that could be used for interspecies extrapolation include tissue dose, body burden, and lactational dose. In the example HED calculation provided earlier in this review, the interspecies extrapolation was conducted using offspring body burden. The average offspring HCB body burden estimated for the animal study was assumed for a human infant, and this served as the starting point for the estimation of a corresponding average daily maternal exposure in humans. Offspring body burden may be estimated using modeling approaches, as in the example provided above. Or, for many LPECs, lipid-adjusted blood concentrations might be used as a surrogate measure of target tissue dose or offspring body burden. For highly lipophilic compounds, lipid-adjusted blood concentrations might be assumed to be similar to lipid-adjusted chemical concentrations in target tissues when the target tissue or

### Table 4. Comparison of mathematical modeling approaches to estimate infant lactational dose in humans (Adapted from ICF International [2013]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modeling approach</th>
<th>Infant nursing duration (months)</th>
<th>Infant lactational dose (ng HCB/kg bw-day) corresponding to an average daily maternal exposure of 1 ng HCB/kg bw-day*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-compartment model (Verner et al. 2009)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-compartment model (Verner et al. 2013)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toxicokinetic model (ICF International 2013)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-elimination model (Rogan and Ragan 1994)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Infant lactational dose is averaged over the nursing duration.
dose to that tissue is not known (Haddad et al. 2000, Poulin and Haddad 2012). However, there are some indications in the literature that some LPECs may distribute differently to different lipid compartments (LaKind et al. 2009) and that transport of such compounds in blood also involves lipoprotein low-affinity binding (Skalsky and Guthrie 1978, Spindler-Vomachka et al. 1984) and binding to hemoglobin, proteins, and phospholipids (Peyret et al. 2010). Also, modeling offspring body burden for use as the exposure metric for interspecies extrapolation may be complicated because body burden increases rapidly in neonates due to increased exposure with the onset of nursing, but also may decrease due to factors including growth-related chemical dilution and changes in metabolic enzyme expression (Hines 2008, Hines and McCarver 2002). Accurate estimation of offspring body burden over time requires knowledge of a chemical’s half-life in the juvenile. Chemical half-lives in juveniles may be quite different from half-lives in adults (Kerger et al. 2006, Kreuzer et al. 1997, Lorber and Phillips 2002, Milbrath et al. 2009), and juvenile-specific half-lives are rarely available in the literature.

Another exposure metric that may be used for interspecies extrapolation is offspring lactational dose as calculated from LPEC concentrations in milk and estimates of offspring milk consumption. One advantage of using this metric is that juvenile-specific chemical half-lives are not required. Interspecies extrapolations based on lactational dose may result in higher HED estimations than those based on offspring body burden (ICF International 2013). However, an extrapolation based on lactational dose does not account for gestational exposure, and interspecies scaling may be needed to account for pharmacokinetic differences between humans and animals (Thompson et al. 2008). Such scaling is not necessary if data are available to use target tissue dose or body burden as the exposure metric.

Please note that for all of these potential exposure metrics, there is an assumption that an average metric (e.g., offspring body burden or lactational dose averaged over the lactation period) is appropriate. While this may be a reasonable assumption, there is a need to evaluate the accuracy of this approach by identifying critical windows of exposure, as discussed above. If the critical window of exposure for a particular developmental effect is known, then the most appropriate metric would be the average exposure during the critical window rather than the average over the entire exposure duration.

**Uncertainty in modeling data and parameters**

As discussed above, mathematical modeling approaches are available to support dose–response and exposure assessment for lactational exposures to LPECs. Using accurate or representative parameters in these models is critically important for accurate results; but, limited data availability often produces uncertainty in parameter values such as for chemical absorption fractions, $\log K_{ow}$ elimination half-life, and tissue-specific partition coefficients. Importantly, when the results of a dose–response assessment are reported, the uncertainty in the overall assessment and in each of its parameters must be transparently acknowledged. For example, the model used above to estimate infant lactational dose (Verner et al. 2013) describes LPEC elimination based on published half-life values. Because there may be uncertainty in published estimates of half-life, sensitivity analyses can be performed to evaluate the influence of variations in this parameter. In the example above, assuming a half-life of 6 years for HCB (To-Figueroas et al. 2000), an average daily maternal exposure of 1 ng HCB/kg bw-day was estimated to produce an infant lactational dose of 28 ng HCB/kg bw-day (95th percentile: 44). Using $0.5 \times$ and $2.0 \times$ the published 6-year half-life value, for the same average daily maternal exposure, the model predicts infant lactational doses of 17 ng/kg bw-day (95th percentile: 26) and 43 ng/kg bw-day (95th percentile: 68), respectively. These values provide a quantitative insight into the variability in exposure estimates given a certain degree of uncertainty. Verner et al. (2013) presents a global sensitivity analysis for additional model parameters, including prepregnancy body weight, maternal weight gain during pregnancy, postpartum maternal weight changes, infant gestational age, birth weight, infant weight at 6 months, and infant weight at 1 year.

Building upon previous efforts to optimize the collection and use of biomonitoring data in a similar context (Fenton et al. 2005, LaKind et al. 2004), workshop participants identified several types of human biomonitoring data that may be particularly useful to reduce uncertainty in assessments of the toxicological risk from early-life exposure to LPECs:

- **Maternal exposure data** (e.g., dietary exposure) collected in the same populations in which chemical concentrations in breast milk are measured. These data serve to inform the relationship between average daily maternal exposure and infant lactational dose of the LPEC.
- **Lipid-adjusted LPEC concentrations in breast milk, serum, and adipose tissue samples from the same individuals.** These data would be useful for understanding chemical distribution across various lipid compartments in the body. Ideally, these studies would also measure lipid-adjusted chemical concentrations in serum from breastfeeding infants born to those same women. This information could be used in a model to determine the infant lactational dose of a LPEC. Other biological samples that could be analyzed for LPEC content to inform and/or evaluate predictions of chemical kinetics in the infant include placenta, amniotic fluid, cord blood, meconium, infant blood, and infant feces.
- **Lipid-adjusted LPEC concentrations in serum taken from the same women over time** that (1) include estimates of average daily exposure to the chemical from environmental media and (2) control for changes in body weight. These data could be used to derive estimates of the elimination half-life in humans.

**Reproductive and developmental study design**

The design of reproductive and developmental studies in animals may be improved to better delineate the relative impacts of prenatal and postnatal exposure to LPECs on health effects observed in offspring. Current protocols for standard reproductive and developmental toxicity studies that typically expose dams to a chemical agent during the gestation period could be expanded to include additional endpoints and time periods. As
discussed below, these expansions could reduce uncertainty when animal studies are used to support hazard identification and dose–response assessment for lactational exposures. For instance, in this context, it is important to investigate developmental endpoints that may be susceptible to disruption during the postnatal period in humans (Makris et al. 2008). These toxicological endpoints are not included in some current protocols for standard reproductive and developmental toxicity studies (e.g., the National Toxicology Program [NTP] reproductive assessment by continuous breeding [NTP 2011]). Albeit, some developmental effects that occur in humans are difficult to evaluate in laboratory animal models, especially non-primate animals (e.g., effects on language development or IQ, and some types of behavior and learning; Adams et al. 2000). In these cases, human data from well-designed epidemiological studies are useful to support hazard identification and dose–response assessment. Furthermore, as discussed above, the identification of developmental hazards requires an understanding of the timing of critical windows of exposure, which remains unknown for many developmental endpoints. Critical windows of exposure in humans may be delineated using modeling approaches together with data from epidemiological studies (Verner et al. 2010), while such windows can be identified in animals through the use of specific exposure protocols (Hollanday and Smaialewicz 2000, Makris et al. 2008).

Protocols for some standard reproductive and developmental toxicity studies in animals could also be expanded to investigate the full impact of LPEC bioaccumulation on lactational dose by extending the duration of maternal exposure prior to pregnancy to allow for chemical accumulation in maternal lipids prior to lactation and to better reflect the typical exposure pattern occurring in humans. For example, test material is not administered until gestation day 6 in NTP’s modified one generation study protocol (NTP 2011). Furthermore, the precision and applicability of modeling approaches to support dose–response assessment would be greatly enhanced if reproductive and developmental toxicity studies collected data on offspring exposure. Uncertainty related to the estimation of offspring exposure that is based on administered dose to the dam would be eliminated if lactational dose or internal dose to the offspring were measured in the same study in which a developmental effect of postnatal exposure to a LPEC was observed. The availability of offspring exposure data would greatly simplify the extrapolation of dose–response data from that study to a human exposure scenario. Similarly, if studies provided data on fetal exposure at a given maternal dose, this would facilitate the extrapolation of dose–response information for developmental endpoints that occur as a result of prenatal exposure.

It would also be useful to have time-course data on the tissue distribution of chemicals in toxicologically relevant animal species to inform modeling efforts (e.g., tissue-specific and whole-body elimination rates, and partition coefficients). These studies might employ single or repeated dosing of dams followed by analysis of the chemical in a variety of tissues harvested from dams and offspring at various time points (e.g., milk, urine, feces, blood, fat, liver, and target tissue). In particular, the comparison of human infant and nursing pup elimination rates over time is a critical factor in establishing relative body burdens. Much higher human infant than adult elimination rates for PCBs, dioxins and furans have been reported or modeled (Kerger et al. 2006, Kreuzer et al. 1997, Lorber and Phillips 2002, Milbrath et al. 2009); however, there is a lack of data on rodent pup elimination rates for LPECs.

At present, the extended one-generation reproductive toxicity study developed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development may be the most comprehensive protocol available with regard to the considerations described above (OECD 2011). This protocol includes (1) the assessment of potential impacts of chemical exposure on the developing nervous and immune systems and (2) the administration of test material for a defined pre-mating period selected based on existing toxicokinetic information. The protocol also addresses other uses for toxicokinetic data in planning and interpreting the results of reproductive and developmental toxicity studies, including the estimation of internal dosimetry and development of concentration versus time profiles.

**LPEC metabolism**

Metabolism has a profound effect on chemical kinetics. Because of this, there are additional considerations important when assessing LPECs that are metabolized. If a LPEC is readily converted to easily eliminated metabolites, then that chemical will be unlikely to accumulate in maternal fat stores, and infant lactational dose may not be higher than average daily maternal exposure. However, some LPECs are metabolized slowly or incompletely in humans, and some LPEC metabolites persist, accumulate in body lipids, and partition into breast milk (e.g., DDE).

Metabolism rates and pathways often differ substantially among animal species (Thompson et al. 2008). In order to use data from animal studies in human health risk assessment of metabolized chemicals, it is important to delineate the metabolic pathways of the chemical in all relevant species. Also, patterns of metabolic enzyme expression change over the course of development such that the metabolic pathway for a given chemical may differ in infants, children, and adults (Hines 2008). Thus, when assessing risk of developmental effects in young children, it may also be important to delineate metabolic pathways of the chemical at different lifestages. In addition to a qualitative understanding of the metabolic processes occurring in different species at different lifestages, it may also be useful to know metabolism rates and elimination half-lives for a parent compound and its metabolites in both humans and relevant laboratory animals. When the appropriate data on metabolic pathways and rates are available, PBPK models can be used to address metabolism and metabolic differences between species and lifestages (Thompson et al. 2008).

Metabolism may impact not only kinetics but also toxicity: the types of health effects caused by a metabolite may differ from those caused by its parent compound (Dekant 2009). Because of the potential for these types of differences, when effects observed in an animal study are used to inform hazard identification for lactational exposures to metabolized LPECs, it is important to consider which chemical species (i.e., metabolite(s) and/or parent compound) may be responsible for the observed effects and to analyze whether and to
what extent human infants might be exposed to those specific chemicals in breast milk.

**Exposure to chemical mixtures**

Metabolism of some LPECs creates a mixture of parent compound and metabolite(s) to which offspring may be exposed, and other LPECs exist as mixtures even in the absence of metabolism (e.g., chlordane and PCBs). Human mothers may be exposed simultaneously to multiple components of these mixtures as well as many other chemicals (persistent and non-persistent) in the environment (LaKind et al. 2008). Human health risk assessment based on exposure to individual chemicals may underestimate risk when populations of interest are exposed to multiple chemicals with overlapping, additive, or synergistic toxicities, but these other chemicals are not included in the risk assessment.

U.S. EPA’s *Supplementary guidance for conducting health risk assessment of chemical mixtures* (U.S. EPA 2000) recommends several approaches to quantitative health risk assessment of a chemical mixture, depending upon the type of available data. In the ideal approach, toxicity data on the mixture of concern are available, and the quantitative risk assessment is done directly from these data. However, at this time, very limited toxicity data are currently available for the specific mixture(s) of LPECs found in human milk (e.g., Desaulniers et al. 2005). Thus, additional toxicological research along these lines is needed to apply the assessment approach preferred by U.S. EPA (2000) to postnatal developmental risk.

In the future, researchers might consider certain steps to facilitate a more comprehensive assessment of risk from early-life exposures that would consider the entire mixture of LPECs found in human milk in place of the assessment of only one chemical at a time. The collection of biomonitoring data might allow for the determination of the composition of a “typical” breast milk LPEC mixture to which infants may be exposed. Other possible factors that may be necessary or useful to consider include differences in the content of the LPEC mixture found in breast milk that is representative of a national population in contrast to that of a specific geographical region (e.g., near pollution sources) or a particular lifestyle choice (e.g., sportfish consumption) (LaKind et al. 2004). Next, toxicological research in animals to identify hazards and to gather mixture-specific dose–response information on postnatal developmental toxicity might be conducted using LPEC mixtures based on the findings of human biomonitoring data. Toxicological testing of the wide array of chemical mixtures found in the environment may yield information important for assessing the risk of health effects in various populations.

**Risk communication**

The focus of the workshop was on understanding transfer of chemicals from the environment to women and then to their breastfeeding infants. As has been noted previously (Berlin et al. 2002, Geraghty et al. 2008), research on chemicals in breast milk can inadvertently produce a barrier to breastfeeding as women develop concerns that breastfeeding may be unsafe despite the fact that breast milk is considered the best form of nutrition for the infant (Eidelman 2012, Mead 2008).

Human exposure models focused on chemicals in breast milk may therefore produce the undesired effect of reducing breastfeeding rates, which runs counter to public health goals stated by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS, 2011), the AAP (2012), and the WHO (2003).

While it is important to assess early-life exposures as part of an overall risk assessment, it is also critical that messaging strategies be developed early in the process that are mindful of the potential for women to be discouraged inadvertently from breastfeeding. To help prevent unwarranted anxiety in breastfeeding women and in those deciding whether or not to breastfeed, researchers have encouraged a heightened attention to use of risk communication language that does not unduly frighten (LaKind et al. 2009). For example, Berlin et al. (2002) stated, “… in human milk studies the communication of information to participants is at least as important as obtaining study data from the participants themselves”. Further, Dórea et al. (2012) noted, “Scientists conducting biomonitoring research using human milk have an obligation to understand the sensitivity of this issue and the impact their information and/or message may have on health professionals and breastfeeding mothers”. As an example of a messaging strategy sensitive to the concerns of breastfeeding women, the neutral phrase “lipophilic persistent environmental chemicals (LPECs)” was chosen over “persistent organic pollutants (POPs)” or “persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic (PBT) chemicals” to describe the chemical class of interest in this review.

**Conclusions and future directions**

In conclusion, specific improvements could be made for the three major components of the human health risk assessment process for LPECs: hazard identification, dose–response assessment, and exposure assessment. Identification of hazards to development requires an understanding of the timing of critical windows of exposure. However, for many developmental endpoints, the precise timing of these critical windows remains unknown. Modeling approaches can be used with data from epidemiological studies to identify critical windows of exposure in humans (Verner et al. 2010). Critical windows of exposure can also be identified in animals through the use of experimental designs that examine the effects of exposure during specific periods of time (Holladay and Smialowicz 2000, Makris et al. 2008). Because the timing of developmental processes in humans and animals is often very different, it is important to understand this timing in all relevant species if animal data are to be used to support human health risk assessment. Future research should address this knowledge gap.

Dose–response assessment may be impacted by species differences. For instance, because of differences in rates of elimination of LPECs, and thus, their bioaccumulation, between humans and laboratory animals, lactational exposure to a LPEC in offspring in an animal study may greatly differ from lactational exposure in a human infant whose mother was exposed to the same chemical at the same average daily dose as that administered to the animal dam. Modeling approaches can be used to estimate a HED to improve the use of dose–response data from animal studies of early-life exposure to LPECs. To improve the use of animal data in the
modeling approaches, future toxicological studies could collect measures of internal dose in the same animals monitored for toxicological outcomes.

The accuracy of the exposure estimates produced by these modeling approaches depends on the availability of accurate data and parameter values for use in the models. Modeling approaches based on information from a mother’s exposure can also be used in an exposure assessment to estimate infant lactational exposures to LPECs. This is particularly useful for conducting an exposure assessment in situations where data on chemical concentrations in environmental media are available, but breast milk chemical concentrations are not. In addition, human biomonitoring data may be useful for reducing uncertainty in critical modeling parameters. It is important to measure LPEC concentrations in human milk to support neonatal exposure assessment and to gain a better understanding of chemical partitioning between milk and serum, including how this parameter may vary among women (LaKind et al. 2009).

A collaborative effort by the scientific community (e.g., public and private funding entities, academic researchers, and regulators) would be useful to prioritize data gaps and protocol deficiencies identified in this review. The particular data gaps or protocol revisions that may be most beneficial to pursue will likely vary by LPEC depending on the existing database and associated hazards. Although it is difficult to rank the importance of the factors considered when implementing strategies in support of risk assessment of LPECs in milk, acquisition of reliable data or estimates to use in the selected models or to compare in a mixture assessment would seem paramount. Thus, for LPECs as a class of chemicals, resources might have the most impact if applied to the following areas in parallel: 1) expanding current reproductive and developmental test protocols (e.g., using OECD’s extended one-generation reproductive toxicity study as a model), 2) delineating metabolic pathways and rates, and 3) collecting biomonitoring data to reduce uncertainty and to establish “typical” breast milk LPEC mixtures for low, moderate, and high exposure groups.

The modeling approaches described in this review may prove to be useful in conducting risk assessments for exposure during development for many well-known LPECs (e.g., HCB, mirex, DDT, chlordane, PCBs, polybrominated diphenyl ethers [PBDEs], polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins [PCDDs], and polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins [PCDFs]). In addition, there are LPECs that are not currently monitored. And, as new chemicals are synthesized or changes are made to the use and/or disposal of existing chemicals, there is the potential for more chemicals like these to enter the environment. Importantly, this review provides strategies that may be useful for the assessment of risk to children from possible health impacts of these emerging chemicals, for which very little data are likely to exist to support hazard identification or a dose–response assessment.

Although LPECs were the specific focus of this review, infants may be exposed to many other types of environmental chemicals. These include perfluorinated chemicals (PFCs), perchlorates, heavy metals, phthalates, bisphenols, and many more. For some of these, breast-fed infant exposure may be of interest (Mead 2008). However, it should be noted that formula-fed infants may also be exposed to certain chemicals for which neonatal developmental endpoints are of significance and also need to be adequately investigated (LaKind et al. 2005). And, both breast-fed and formula-fed infants may also be exposed to environmental chemicals via non-dietary sources (e.g., air, soil, and dust). A better understanding of critical windows of exposure in both humans and animals would support the identification of neonatal health impacts of chemicals with wide-ranging biochemical properties and sources of exposure.

Finally, when developing risk assessments that include evaluations of lactational exposures to environmental chemicals, many experts agree that it is important to develop parallel risk communication strategies that consider the benefits of breastfeeding to infant and maternal health (Berlin et al. 2005, Frank and Newman 1993, LaKind et al. 2004). Currently, when available evidence is considered, compared to formula feeding, breastfeeding is thought to be the healthiest option for infants despite the presence of environmental chemicals in breast milk (Eidelman 2012, Mead 2008). The goal of risk assessment efforts is not to discourage breastfeeding, but to accurately account for and evaluate all possible risk associated with chemical exposures and, if indicated, to help determine how to reduce chemical levels in breast milk by reducing maternal exposure.
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